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Abstract
When a multi-ﬁngered hand grasps an object, the ways to grasp it stably are inﬁnite, and
thus an optimal grasp planning is necessary to ﬁnd the relatively optimized grasp points on
object for achieving the objective of the given grasping and manipulating task. For this, we
ﬁrst deﬁne several grasp indices to evaluate the quality of each feasible grasp. Since the
physical meanings of the deﬁned grasp indices are diﬀerent from each other, it is not easy to
combine those indices to identify the optimal grasping. Thus, we propose a new generalized
grasping performance index to represent all of the grasp indices as one measure based on a
non-dimensionalizing technique. Next, by using the proposed grasping performance index, we
try to determine the optimal grasp points for multi-ﬁngered hands performing contact tasks.
Through task-based simulation studies, we discuss the feasibility of each grasp index as the
grasp polygons and then, we show that the trend of the proposed optimal grasp planning is
coincident to the physical sense of human grasping. Furthermore, some experimental results
showing the task speciﬁc performances are incorporated to corroborate the eﬀectiveness of the
proposed optimal grasp planning algorithms.
  2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
When a multi-ﬁngered hand grasps an object, the ways to grasp it stably are in-
ﬁnite and thus an optimal grasp planning is required to ﬁnd the optimal grasp points
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doi:10.1016/S0957-4158(03)00039-4to satisfy the objective of the given task. In determination of grasp points on object,
it is very important to select grasp points in such a way to minimize the grasp error
caused by external uncertainties. Even though the selected grasp points are stable,
the most stable grasp points are necessary for dextrous manipulation of object.
Many research works have focused on the ﬁeld of manipulating object grasped by
multi-ﬁngered hands [1–6]. For dextrous manipulation of object, it is necessary to
grasp the most stable points on object. Some researchers tried to ﬁnd the proper
grasp points using some grasp indices [7–11]. Li and Sastry [7] deﬁned a grasp index
that is made up of the singular value of a grasp matrix, the volume of wrench space,
and the task ellipsoid. They focused on ﬁnding optimal grasp points by optimization
of the deﬁned grasp index. In this method, the required maximum forces for all
directions of each ﬁngertip not only must be known, but also the procedure of
computing the deﬁned grasp index is rather complex. Cutkosky [8] deﬁned various
analytical grasp indices for grasp modeling and eﬀective selection of grasp points,
and also classiﬁed systematic grasp styles considering the grasp geometry and the
task characteristics of the given task. Through Cutkoskys work, it is known that
grasp conﬁguration and manipulability of multi-ﬁngered hands may be diﬀerent
depending upon the grasp style. Therefore, we can notice that grasp points should be
carefully chosen by considering the objective of the given task. Park and Starr [9]
proposed two diﬀerent grasp indices such as uncertainty grasp index and task
compatibility grasp index reﬂecting force and velocity transmission ratios. However,
since this method is based on hybrid position and force control, the task space must
be classiﬁed in advance. Thus, the method can be applied to limited cases. In [10],
three-ﬁngered grasp synthesis has been studied for polygonal objects in two-
dimensional space. Here, feasible grasp combinations are sorted as the contact
models and a force closure grasp based on the object geometry is constructed. Also,
grasp search using heuristic function is employed to ﬁnd the optimal grasp points. In
this process of searching the optimal grasp points, the normal directional contact
between ﬁnger and object is only treated and the heuristic function is dependent
upon the limited geometrical condition. So, extension of this method to three-
dimensional space is not easy and also the manipulable grasp characteristic is not
considered yet. In [11,12], optimal grasp point based on the self-posture change-
ability of each ﬁnger was reported. Using Kanekos work [11], contact point de-
tection for grasping can be achieved even though the exact object position and shape
are not known a priori. Recently, Lin et al. [13] used a stiﬀness-based grasp measure
for achieving compliant grasp.
In this paper, we propose a method to ﬁnd the optimal grasp points of the given
object with respect to a non-dimensionalized composite grasp index. In Section 2, we
ﬁrst deﬁne several grasp indices to evaluate the quality of each feasible grasp. In
Section 3, after normalizing each grasp index, we present a non-dimensionalized
composite grasp index that combines all of the grasp indices as one measure. In order
to validate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed optimal grasping approach, task-based
simulation studies are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, some experimental results
will be shown to corroborate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed optimal grasp plan-
ning algorithms. Finally, we draw concluding remarks in Section 6.
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For stable grasping and manipulation of an object, it is very important to select
the stable grasp points and then proper hand/arm coordination may be required to
guarantee stable manipulation for the given trajectory [1–3]. Therefore, in the ma-
nipulating tasks using multi-ﬁngered hands, an optimal grasping strategy is neces-
sary to ﬁnd the optimal grasp points. Also, optimal grasping problem is usually
associated with the control objective of the given task, the geometry of object, and
the structure of hand [8]. Thus, to determine the optimal grasp points of ﬁngers, it is
desirable to take into account task constraints, object constraints, and hand con-
straints as shown in Fig. 1, simultaneously.
Here, we deﬁne several grasp indices to evaluate the quality of given grasps:
• stability grasp index, IS,
• uncertainty grasp index, IU,
• maximum force transmission ratio index,   r rF;max,
• task isotropy index, rTI,
• stiﬀness mapping-based grasp isotropy index, rSI.
2.1. Stability grasp index
The stability grasp index is deﬁned as the quantitative index to evaluate the
capability of withstanding external force. For example, consider an L-type object
grasped by a three-ﬁngered hand shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2, there exists three types of grasp points as shown in Fig. 3. In case that a
ﬁnger grasps the convex vertex of the object like Fig. 3(b), the ﬁnger may become
easily unstable by small external disturbance.
When a ﬁnger has to grasp the concave vertex of Fig. 3(c), the manipulable range
of the ﬁnger must be limited. Thus, we can notice that those points are not adequate
as stable and dextrous grasp points. For example, when a three-ﬁngered hand grasps
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Fig. 1. Optimal grasp of multi-ﬁngered hand.
B.-H. Kim et al. / Mechatronics 14 (2004) 255–280 257an object shown in Fig. 2, we can say that the grasp polygon of bde is more proper
than that of ace in aspect of stability. In this sense, we exclude those points among
the candidates of optimal grasp points in advance. Practically, it is possible to ex-
clude those points via visual signal processing.
When a multi-ﬁngered hand grasps an object, the grasp region of each ﬁnger on
object can be classiﬁed as the feasible contact region (FCR) and the feasible grasp
region (FGR). FCR means the kinematically reachable contact region and FGR
implies the grasp region considering friction cone. Those FGRregions can be
identiﬁed by combining visual signal processing [4,18,19] and tactile signal pro-
cessing of ﬁngertips [5,6,20].
Then, let us consider Fig. 4 that shows the grasp triangles drawn by connecting
the three contact points. The more a grasp triangle forms a regular triangle structure,
the more it becomes the form closure grasp [10]. Therefore, we can notice that the
desired grasp points should be selected to form a regular polygon structure for stable
grasp. In this viewpoint, we deﬁne the stability grasp index, IS, as follows:
IS ¼
1
hmax
X nf
i¼1
jhi     h hj; ð1Þ
where nf denotes the number of ﬁngers, hi is the inner angle for the ith grasp point
of the grasp polygon formed by the grasp points,   h h given by
  h h ¼
180ðnf   2Þ
nf
a
c
d
b
e
f
g
Fig. 2. Grasp points for L-type object.
Fig. 3. Types of grasp points: (a) edge, (b) convex vertex, (c) concave vertex.
258 B.-H. Kim et al. / Mechatronics 14 (2004) 255–280denotes the average inner angle of the grasp polygon, and hmax deﬁned as
hmax ¼
X nf
i¼1
jhi     h hjill-conditioned ¼ð nf   2Þð180     h hÞþ2  h h
implies the case that the grasp polygon has the most ill-conditioned shape such as
a line.
From (1), it is pointed out that the stability grasp index is minimized when a grasp
polygon has a regular polygon structure.
On the other hand, note that since the deﬁned stability grasp index only considers
the shape of achievable grasp polygons, there exists many polygons of same kind.
Thus, another grasp index should be incorporated to ﬁnd the optimal grasp point for
each ﬁnger.
2.2. Uncertainty grasp index
Even though the grasps formed by the polygons bde, bdf,a n ddef in Fig. 2 are
comparably stable, it is not easy to choose the most preferable grasp. In this case, we
can determine the relatively better grasp by estimating the position sensitivity as the
location of each grasp point changes. Usually, the more a grasp has many grasp
points near the edge, the more it may be unstable. In the viewpoint of uncertainty, it
is natural that the grasp of Fig. 4(b) is a better grasp comparing to the case of Fig.
4(a). Thus, in order to estimate the position sensitivity of the employed grasp points,
we deﬁne the uncertainty grasp index as
IU ¼
1
nf
X nf
i¼1
ide; ð2Þ
where
ide ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðxi   xioÞ
2 þð yi   yioÞ
2 þð zi   zioÞ
2
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;
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Fig. 4. Grasp triangle as grasp location: (a) any point in FGR, (b) center point in FGR.
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for the grasp point of the ith ﬁnger, respectively. And xio, yio, and zio denote the
center position of the FGRfor the ith ﬁnger, respectively.
Consequently, the uncertainty grasp index is minimized when all ﬁngers grasp the
center of each feasible grasp region. Since the deﬁned stability and uncertainty grasp
indices are dependent on the shape of the given object, those indices can be con-
sidered as the performance measures reﬂecting the object constraints. Particularly,
those are useful for estimating the quality of the static grasp.
2.3. Maximum force transmission ratio index
When an object grasped by multi-ﬁngered hands is being manipulated, the force
transmission capability of the hand is associated with the grasp geometry of the hand
and the conﬁguration of each ﬁnger. Thus, it can be considered as a grasp perfor-
mance measure reﬂecting the hand and/or object constraints for eﬀective manipu-
lation of an object. For eﬀective manipulation of a grasped object by multi-ﬁngered
hands, it is reasonable to select the grasp point of each ﬁnger in such a way to
minimize the ﬁngertip force.
Consider a peg-in-hole task performed by a nf-ﬁngered hand given in Fig. 5. The
generalized force relation between the operational space Oo and the ﬁngertip space
is given by
To ¼½ G
f
o 
TTf; ð3Þ
where To 2 R
6 1 denotes the dynamic forces and moments in the three-dimensional
operational space including the inertial load and external load. Tf 2 R
m:nf 1 and
Fig. 5. Peg-in-hole task by using a multi-ﬁngered hand.
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f
o 2R
m:nf 6 denote the ﬁngertip force vector in the ﬁngertip space and the grasp
Jacobian matrix, respectively. Here, m denotes the dimension of the wrench trans-
mitted through each contact point [21].
To deﬁne the force transmission ratio between the operational space and the
ﬁngertip space, we ﬁrst deﬁne the norm of the operational force, kTok, and that of the
ﬁngertip space, kTfk, as follows:
kTok¼f T
T
o Tog
1=2; ð4Þ
kTfk¼f T
T
f Tfg
1=2: ð5Þ
Substituting (3) into (4), Eq. (4) can be rewritten as
kTok¼f T
T
f ½G
f
o ½G
f
o 
TTfg
1=2: ð6Þ
Then, the force transmission ratio rF between the operational space and the
ﬁngertip space is expressed as
rF ¼
kTok
kTfk
¼
T T
f ½G
f
o ½G
f
o 
TTf
T T
f Tf
() 1=2
: ð7Þ
Using Rayleigh Quotient [14], the force in the operational space is bounded by
kminkTfk6kTok6kmaxkTfk; ð8Þ
where kmin and kmax denote the minimum and maximum values of the square root of
the singular value of ½G
f
o ½G
f
o 
T, respectively.
Rearranging (8), we have
  r rF;minkTok6kTfk6   r rF;maxkTok; ð9Þ
where
  r rF;min ¼
1
kmax
; ð10Þ
  r rF;max ¼
1
kmin
ð11Þ
and here,   r rF;min and   r rF;max denote the minimum and maximum force transmission
ratios from the operational space to the ﬁngertip space, respectively.
Thus, it is remarked that if the maximum force transmission ratio is minimized,
the resultant load at the ﬁngertip is minimized.
2.4. Taskisotropy index
When an object is being manipulated by multi-ﬁngered hands, the precise position
or force control may not be guaranteed if any ﬁnger lies in the vicinity of singular
positions. Isotropy index is useful to investigate the proper conﬁguration of each
ﬁnger for dextrous manipulation tasks. The task isotropy index is deﬁned as
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kmin
kmax
; ð12Þ
where kmin and kmax are determined by (8).
Specially, the task isotropy index approaches 1.0 at isotropic conﬁguration and
it is equal to zero at the singular grasp geometry. Thus, maximizing this index is
desirable in the viewpoint of dexterity.
2.5. Stiﬀness mapping-based grasp isotropy index
The stiﬀness (or compliance) characteristic is a fundamental property for various
contact tasks. Particularly, the stiﬀness characteristic can be employed for charac-
terizing the grasping and manipulation of multi-ﬁngered hands in the case that it is
specially dominated in approximated linear analysis where low velocities and small
relative motions lead to small inertial forces. Thus, we consider the stiﬀness mapping
between the operational space and the ﬁngertip space as one of grasp measures.
In general, grasping and manipulation of an object by multi-ﬁngered hands is not
easy due to the coupling among ﬁngers and/or joints. If the coupling eﬀect can be
analyzed, control of ﬁngers becomes easier. Recently, Kim et al. [15] presented an
independent ﬁnger-based compliance control to eliminate the ﬁnger coupling eﬀect.
The stiﬀness relation between the operational space and the ﬁngertip space can be
expressed as
½Ko ¼½ G
f
o 
T½Kf ½G
f
o ; ð13Þ
where the 6 6 operational stiﬀness matrix of ½Ko  including the eﬀect of the change
of grasp conﬁguration in the three-dimensional space can be expressed as follows:
where x, y, and z denote the operational positions, and a, b,a n dc denote the ro-
tational parameters. And ½Kf  denoting the ﬁngertip stiﬀness matrix is given as
½Kf ¼
1Kf
12Kf     1nfKf
21Kf
2Kf     2nfKf
. .
. . .
. ..
. . .
.
nf1Kf
nf2Kf     nfKf
2
6 6 6 4
3
7 7 7 5
;
in which ½iKf ð i ¼ 1;...;nfÞ, denoting the stiﬀness matrix at the ith ﬁngertip, is given
by
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iKf ¼
iKfxx
iKfxy
iKfxz
iKfyx
iKfyy
iKfyz
iKfzx
iKfzy
iKfzz
2
4
3
5:
In order to remove inter-ﬁnger coupling, all the oﬀ-diagonal terms of ½Kf  should be
null matrices. In [15], an alternative form of (13) is given by
Koo ¼½ B
o
f Kff; ð14Þ
where Koo and Kff denote the independent stiﬀness elements in the operational and
ﬁngertip spaces, respectively. ½B
o
f  denotes the stiﬀness mapping matrix between the
operational space and the ﬁngertip space. Note that the stiﬀness mapping matrix is
a function of grasp geometry and consequently, the control performance can be
changed according to the employed grasp geometry.
To evaluate the quality of the selected grasp points for eﬀective compliant tasks,
we deﬁne the stiﬀness mapping-based grasp isotropy index as follows:
rSI ¼
kS;min
kS;max
; ð15Þ
where kS;min and kS;max denote the minimum and maximum values of the square root
of the singular value of ½B
o
f ½B
o
f 
T, respectively.
Using this index, a more proper grasp points on the given object can be deter-
mined for eﬀective, precise assembly task such as a peg-in-hole as shown in Fig. 5.
3. Non-dimensionalized composite grasp index
The physical meanings of the grasp indices deﬁned in Section 2 are diﬀerent from
each other. So, a generalized grasp index is necessary to evaluate a given grasp geo-
metry. In this section, we present a non-dimensionalized composite grasp index that
combines the grasp indices as one measure after normalizing each grasp index. The
optimal grasp in this paper implies the grasp with the grasp points at which the non-
dimensionalized composite grasp index is maximized.
In the literature, Terano et al. [16] and Wood [17] proposed a design procedure
reﬂecting fuzzy algorithm. They employed a normalization procedure that rear-
ranges each performance index from 0 to 1 as the task-based preference information.
It can be usefully applied to obtain a non-dimensionalized performance measure for
any physical performance index.
Since the stability grasp index, uncertainty grasp index, and maximum force
transmission ratio index should be minimized for optimal grasping and manipulation
tasks, their normalized indices can be deﬁned as
~ I IS ¼
ðISÞmax   IS
ðISÞmax  ð ISÞmin
; ð16Þ
~ I IU ¼
ðIUÞmax   IU
ðIUÞmax  ð IUÞmin
ð17Þ
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~ I IF ¼
ð  r rF;maxÞmax     r rF;max
ð  r rF;maxÞmax  ð  r rF;maxÞmin
; ð18Þ
where ~ I IS and ~ I IU denote the normalized stability and uncertainty grasp indices, re-
spectively, and ~ I IF denotes the normalized maximum force transmission ratio index.
In (16)–(18), ð Þmax and ð Þmin denote the maximum and minimum values for all the
candidates of the corresponding performance indices, respectively. Physically, those
mean the boundary conditions for the feasible grasp region.
On the other hand, the task isotropy index and the stiﬀness mapping-based grasp
index are desirable to be maximized for dextrous manipulation tasks. Thus, those
indices can be normalized as follows, respectively,
~ I IT ¼
rTI  ð rTIÞmin
ðrTIÞmax  ð rTIÞmin
ð19Þ
and
~ I ISI ¼
rSI  ð rSIÞmin
ðrSIÞmax  ð rSIÞmin
; ð20Þ
where ~ I IT and ~ I ISI denote the normalized task isotropy and stiﬀness mapping-based
isotropy indices, respectively. In (19) and (20), ð Þmax and ð Þmin denote the maximum
and minimum values for all the candidates of the corresponding performance indi-
ces, respectively.
Through the analysis, we deﬁne a non-dimensionalized composite grasp index IG
that evaluates the selected grasp geometry by aggregating all the individual grasp
indices as one measure. The non-dimensionalized composite grasp index is as fol-
lows:
IG ¼ minfð~ I ISÞ
w1;ð~ I IUÞ
w2;ð~ I IFÞ
w3;ð~ I ITÞ
w4;ð~ I ISIÞ
w5g; ð21Þ
where wi ði ¼ 1;2;...;5Þ denote the weighting factors and those can be set as greater
than or equal to 1.0 as the standpoint of the given tasks.
Then, we construct the data base of the proposed weighted composite grasp index
by selecting the minimum values of all normalized grasp indices for each grasp point.
Finally, we can obtain the optimal grasp points by choosing the grasp that has the
largest weighted composite grasp index in the data base.
4. Simulation study
In this section, we show the feasibility of the proposed optimal grasp search
method by simulations. Particularly, we consider two examples of assembly tasks
using multi-ﬁngered hands. For performing any manipulating tasks using multi-
ﬁngered hands, it is necessary to investigate the ﬁnger condition of hands. Funda-
mental ﬁnger condition of multi-ﬁngered hands has been analyzed in terms of
compliance control [15]. The result illustrates that a two-dimensional compliant
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three-ﬁngered hand for evaluating the usefulness of the proposed optimal grasping
index.
4.1. Optimal grasping for a peg-in-hole task
The objective of the ﬁrst application is to search the optimal grasp position for a
simple peg-in-hole task using a three-ﬁngered hand in two-dimensional space as
shown in Fig. 6 and then discuss the characteristics of the grasp indices, proposed in
Section 2, by using the grasp polygon.
Since the distal part of the peg in Fig. 6 should be inserted into the hole, the
expectable grasp positions of each ﬁnger will be the remaining three sides of the peg.
However, some cases of all possible grasp candidates may not be accepted by the
kinematical and/or dynamical constraints of the hand. Thus, in this example, con-
sider the case that each ﬁnger grasps one of the three sides and the feasible grasp
ranges of each ﬁnger are given in Table 1 during the insertion task, where the x- and
y-directional coordinates denote the distances from the operational space to the
ﬁngertip space in Fig. 6(a). Practically, it is possible to check the feasible grasp region
Table 1
Grasp region of each ﬁnger (unit: m)
Finger x-axis y-axis Reference
Initial End Initial End
1 )0.03 )0.03 )0.07 )0.03
2 0.03 0.03 )0.07 )0.04 Fig. 6(a)
3 )0.02 )0.02 )0.1 )0.1
1 )0.03 )0.03 )0.07 )0.04
2 0.03 0.03 )0.07 )0.05 Fig. 6(b)
3 )0.02 )0.02 )0.1 )0.1
Fig. 6. Peg-in-hole task by using a three-ﬁngered hand.
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assembly task, the internal forces applied to the object by three ﬁngers should satisfy
the force closure relation [10,23]. To be speciﬁc, the x-directional internal forces in
Fig. 6 are determined by
1ffx;int þ
2ffx;int þ
3ffx;int ¼ 0; ð22Þ
where
1ffx;int ¼
1Kfxxd
1xfx;int;
2ffx;int ¼
2Kfxxd
2xfx;int
and
3ffx;int ¼
3Kfxxd
3xfx;int:
In (22), the deﬁnition of iffx;int and iKfxx denote the x-directional internal force and
ﬁngertip stiﬀness for the ith ﬁnger, respectively. And dixfx;int denotes the displacement
in the ﬁngertip space to consider the corresponding internal forces for the ith ﬁnger.
The y-directional internal forces in Fig. 6 are determined by
1ffy;int þ
2ffy;int þ
3ffy;int ¼ 0; ð23Þ
where
1ffy;int ¼
1Kfyyd
1yfy;int;
2ffy;int ¼
2Kfyyd
2yfy;int
and
3ffy;int ¼
3Kfyyd
3yfy;int:
In (23), the deﬁnition of iffy;int and iKfyy denote the y-directional internal force and
ﬁngertip stiﬀness for the ith ﬁnger, respectively. And diyfy;int denotes the displacement
in the ﬁngertip space to consider the corresponding internal forces for the ith ﬁnger.
Also, the magnitude of internal forces are decided in such a way to satisfy friction
cone constraint at the contact point of each ﬁnger.
In this simulation, all grasp candidates formed by three points are uniquely given
and those are validated by comparing the non-dimensionalized composite grasp
index. Also, the weighting factors wi ði ¼ 1;...;5Þ in (21) are set as 1.0, 1.5, 1.0, 1.0,
1.0, respectively. To be speciﬁc, the weighting factor of the uncertainty grasp index
is set relatively greater than the others. This implies that the uncertainty grasp
performance can be dominantly considered for precise insertion of the peg. From
Fig. 7, we can ﬁnd that the 1149th grasp sample is illustrated as the optimal grasp at
the beginning of the given task as shown in Fig. 6(a). Particularly, the optimal
grasp position piðx;yÞ for the ith ﬁnger is as follows: p1ðx;yÞ¼ð   0:03; 0:034Þ,
p2ðx;yÞ¼ð 0:03; 0:055Þ,a n dp3ðx;yÞ¼ð 0:0; 0:1Þ. During the inserting task, if the
feasible grasp range of each ﬁnger is changed as shown in Table 1, the corresponding
optimal grasp positions for all ﬁngers are determined as p1ðx;yÞ¼ð   0:03; 0:043Þ,
p2ðx;yÞ¼ð 0:03; 0:06Þ, and p3ðx;yÞ¼ð 0:0; 0:1Þ. As a result, we can notice that in
266 B.-H. Kim et al. / Mechatronics 14 (2004) 255–280the insertion task of the peg, the optimal grasp position moves towards the opposite
direction of the peg insertion and also it can be naturally experienced in human
grasping.
Now, consider the optimal grasp polygon formed by the optimal grasp points for
all ﬁngers and the neighborhood of the optimal grasp to conﬁrm the trend of the
proposed grasp indices. When the feasible grasp region for each ﬁnger is given by
Fig. 8, the normalized grasp indices for all the selected grasp polygons can be shown
in Fig. 9. Table 2 presents the evaluated composite grasp indices for the selected
grasp polygons in near the optimal grasp, where the positions ðx;yÞ of ﬁngers 1 and 3
are ð 0:03; 0:034Þ and ð0:0; 0:1Þ, respectively. From Table 2, we can notice that
the polygon p1p2cp3 is the optimal grasp polygon, which is coincident to intuition.
Also, note that the normalized grasp index of the grasp polygon p1p2ap3 is acci-
dentally the same as that of the grasp polygon p1p2ep3. However, even though the
Fig. 8. Grasp points and polygons.
Fig. 7. Non-dimensionalized composite grasp index for all grasp points.
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each other. Speciﬁcally, the normalized grasp indices for the grasp polygons are il-
lustrated in Table 3. From Fig. 9 and Table 3, we can observe that the stiﬀness
isotropy is the largest in the grasp polygon p1p2ap3, and the grasp polygon p1p2cp3
has the largest uncertainty grasp index. The other indices have the largest values in
the grasp polygon p1p2ep3.
Table 2
Evaluated weighted grasp index for each grasp polygon
Grasp polygon Pos. of ﬁnger 2 ðx;yÞ [m] IG Reference
p1p2ap3 0.03, )0.061 0.465
p1p2bp3 0.03, )0.058 0.544
p1p2cp3 0.03, )0.055 0.628 Fig. 8
p1p2dp3 0.03, )0.052 0.544
p1p2ep3 0.03, )0.049 0.465
Table 3
Normalized grasp indices for each grasp polygon
Grasp polygon ~ I IS ~ I IU ~ I IF ~ I IT ~ I ISI
p1p2ap3 0.594 0.600 0.746 0.671 0.868
p1p2bp3 0.647 0.667 0.755 0.683 0.831
p1p2cp3 0.662 0.733 0.769 0.698 0.782
p1p2dp3 0.682 0.667 0.785 0.718 0.723
p1p2ep3 0.708 0.600 0.805 0.743 0.658
12 3 a pp p
12 3 b pp p
12 3 d pp p
12 3 c pp p
12 3 d pp p
Stability
Uncertainty
Force
Transmission
Ratio
Task
Isotropy
Stiffness
Isotropy
Fig. 9. Normalized grasp indices as the grasp conﬁgurations.
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optimal grasp polygon in viewpoint of the uncertainty grasp index. This shows the
natural trend of grasp planning by employing a larger weighting for the uncertainty
grasp performance index than the others. Also, we can recognize that all grasp in-
dices of the grasp polygon p1p2cp3 are well-balanced in comparison to the others.
Speciﬁcally, since the position of ﬁnger 2 is located at the nearest center of the
feasible grasp region, it is natural to have the largest uncertainty grasp index in the
grasp polygon p1p2cp3. Table 3 also shows that there exists a trade-oﬀ between grasp
indices. So, various performance indices should be properly combined to obtain the
optimal grasp for dextrous grasping and manipulation tasks.
4.2. Optimal grasping for an L-typed peg-in-hole task
In the second simulation, we analyze the selection of optimal grasp positions for
an irregular peg-in-hole task using the same hand. In fact, it is shown that the op-
timal grasp for the given task may be changed according to the weighting factors of
the performance indices.
Consider that in an L-typed peg as shown in Fig. 10(a), the deﬁned grasp posi-
tions ci ði ¼ 1;...;6Þ can be determined as a grasp by multi-ﬁngered hands. Par-
ticularly, in the case that a three-ﬁngered hand grasps the deﬁned grasp positions of
the object, there exists 120 candidates of a grasp conﬁguration. However, all of those
grasp conﬁgurations may not be reliable because the conﬁguration of the hand may
not be available.
Now, let us consider an L-typed peg-in-hole task as shown in Fig. 10(b). For this
task, the positions denoted by c1, c2, and c3 in Fig. 10(a) are desirable. By the way,
we have 6 degree-of-freedoms to grasp the object. So, the feasible grasp region for
each ﬁnger is checked a priori. Also, note that the feasible grasp region of ﬁnger 2
may be limited because the ﬁnger 2 is possible to collide with the under-edge of the
hole. In many cases, typical assembly examples can be similarly formed by this task.
And the control performance of this assembly task is more sensitive than the case of
Fig. 10. Peg-in-hole task with L-type object.
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Recently, in order to improve the performance of assembly tasks, an analytical re-
search considering the compliance center and the torque eﬀect has been presented
[22]. Additionally, this paper considers an optimal grasp planning for eﬀective as-
sembly tasks. Here, we shows that an optimal grasp planning plays an important role
to improve the performance of typical peg-in-hole tasks. Then, in order to ﬁnd the
optimal grasp positions for the preference of the given task, we try to ﬁnd the op-
timal grasp positions according to the weighting factors.
Table 4 illustrates the optimal grasp positions according to the speciﬁed weighting
factors. Since the weighting factor means the preference of the given task, it is
possible to search the optimal grasp by properly selecting the weighting factor of
each performance index. In Table 4, xj and yj denote the x- and y-directional co-
ordinates, which represent the distances from the operational space O1 to the ﬁn-
gertip space in Fig. 10. And the factor wi ði ¼ 1;...;5Þ means the corresponding
weighting given in (21). In Fig. 10, the current grasp positions of the ﬁngers represent
the optimal grasp positions when employing the same weighting factors for all grasp
indices. Here, this grasp is the initial grasp. From Table 4, when the weighting factor
w1 for the stability grasp index is only increased as 4.0, it is seen that the third ﬁnger
moves to the negative x-direction. Thus, the grasped geometry approaches to the
shape of regular polygon and this represents more stable conﬁguration. Also, we can
observe that the ﬁrst ﬁnger moves downward from the current grasp position if the
Table 4
Optimal grasp positions by using the weighting factors
Weighting factors wi ði ¼ 1;...;5Þ Grasp positions [m] IG
jx j;yj
1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 1 )0.1, )0.038 0.6184
2 )0.04, )0.055
3 )0.066, )0.1
4.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 1 )0.1, )0.038 0.6105
2 )0.04, )0.055
3 )0.078, )0.1
1.0, 4.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 1 )0.1, )0.046 0.4671
2 )0.04, )0.055
3 )0.066, )0.1
1.0, 1.0, 4.0, 1.0, 1.0 1 )0.1, )0.03 0.5058
2 )0.04, )0.055
3 )0.066, )0.1
1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 4.0, 1.0 1 )0.1, )0.03 0.4409
2 )0.04, )0.052
3 )0.062, )0.1
1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 4.0 1 )0.1, )0.03 0.5059
2 )0.04, )0.055
3 )0.066, )0.1
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a grasp position lies near the center of each feasible grasp region, the more the
position sensitivity is insensible. Thus, this trend is naturally experienced in human
grasping.
On the other hand, in order to select the optimal grasp position with respect to the
force transmission ratio or stiﬀness mapping-based grasp indices, it is pointed out
that the ﬁrst ﬁnger should grasp the upper position from the initial grasp. In fact, this
conﬁguration is adequate to support large operational forces in the assembly task in
comparison to the previous case. In terms of compliant inserting, the second ﬁnger
is desirable to move the grasp to the downward position from the initial grasp and
the third ﬁnger to the left direction, while the case of focusing the eﬀective force
transmission requires the reverse. Therefore, there exists somewhat a trade-oﬀ be-
tween the two indices. Consequently, it is concluded that the optimal grasp positions
according to the viewpoint of the given task can be properly obtained by employing
the weighting factors.
4.3. Task-based optimal grasp planning
In practical applications, the manipulation task of an object by multi-ﬁngered
hands can be associated with many control problems such as trajectory control, force
control, and hybrid control. For example, let us consider a manipulating task in-
teracting with an environment by a three-ﬁngered robot hand as shown in Fig. 11.
The task is a typical example including trajectory control, force control, and hybrid
control phases. Based on the objective of the given task, we can consider some grasp
Fig. 11. Compliant contact task by a three-ﬁngered hand.
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notes the preferences of the grasp indices. In Table 5, each priority of the symbols,
 ,  , and M, has been assigned as 6.0, 3.0, and 1.0, respectively. The optimal grasp
conﬁguration is determined through the same procedure of the previous simulations.
Speciﬁcally, Fig. 12(a)–(e) show the trend of the weighted grasp indices after nor-
malizing on the hybrid control phase of the compliant task. From Fig. 12(b), we can
conﬁrm that a particular grasp conﬁguration can be uniquely determined by the
uncertainty grasp index. The trend of the maximum force transmission ratio and the
task isotropy indices is similar in this case. Those indices are dependent on the grasp
structure of the hand. On the other hand, many grasp candidates may have the
similar grade case stiﬀness isotropy. Thus, the proposed non-dimensionalized com-
posite grasp index can be usefully applied to combine all of the grasp indices as one
measure. Speciﬁcally, we can ﬁnd an optimal grasp through the evaluation of all
indices by using a normalizing and weighting technique. As a result, by evaluating
the proposed grasp index, the optimal grasp for the given task can be found from
Fig. 12(f). The same procedure is applied to trajectory control and force control. Fig.
13 shows optimal grasp conﬁgurations for the three cases. It is observed that the case
of force control tends to use a large moment arm between ﬁnger 1 and ﬁnger 2 for
ensuring a ﬁrm grasp. On the other hand, the case of trajectory control is on the
contrary. Also note that the hybrid control is in-between.
Additionally, Fig. 14 shows the resultant optimal grasp conﬁguration for a hybrid
control task by a four-ﬁngered robot hand. This result was also evaluated based the
same priority of the hybrid control task by the three-ﬁngered hand.
Through the analysis, the trend of the deﬁned various grasp indices are investi-
gated through the typical examples for searching the optimal grasp. It is shown that
we can eﬀectively choose the desired optimal grasp positions by applying some
weighting factors for the given task. So, the proposed non-dimensionalized com-
posite grasp index is a task-based grasp index. Also, we can notice that the resultant
trend of the proposed optimal grasp planning is coincident to the physical sense of
human grasping. Since the proposed grasp index is based on the non-dimensional-
izing technique of unifying diﬀerent physical meanings, it can be easily expanded
when another indices for some other requirements such as form closure grasp are
needed. For real implementation, a sensor-based regrasping strategy is desirable to
maintain the force equilibrium of the grasp and improve the quality of the grasp for
eﬀective manipulating tasks [24–27].
Table 5
Task-based grasp conﬁguration
Task Preference of grasp indices* Grasp conﬁguration
IS IU IF IT ISI
Trajectory control     MM– Fig. 13(a)
Force control M   MM  Fig. 13(b)
Hybrid control     MM  Fig. 13(c)
* It represents the priority of the deﬁned indices for the given task (  >   > M).
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This section implements a hybrid control task by a three-ﬁngered robot hand as
shown in Fig. 11 and here a compliance control scheme developed in [15] is em-
ployed. In order for experimental work, we developed a three-ﬁngered robot hand
Fig. 12. The trend of the weighted grasp indices after normalizing on hybrid control.
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tronics Inc.) with an encoder (Model No. HEDM 5500B, MicroMo Electronics Inc.)
as shown in Fig. 15. Also, we developed a PC-based hand control system as shown in
Fig. 16 for the hand.
In this experiment, the given task of the object, is to control the position along the
x-direction and to control the force in the y-direction, where the grasped object is
made of wood. The optimal grasping positions depicted on Fig. 13(c) are employed.
The contact force to the y-direction is set as 3.0 N and the x-directional velocity of
the grasped object as 0.000417 m/s, while controlling the orientation angle as 90 .
Thus, the grasped object is to move along the x-direction while applying a certain
level of force to the direction normal to the contact surface. The block diagram for
the task is shown in Fig. 17. In Fig. 17, RIFDS is to decompose the desired com-
pliance characteristic speciﬁed in the operational space into the compliance char-
acteristic in the ﬁngertip space without inter-ﬁnger coupling, and RIJDS is also to
decompose the compliance characteristic in the ﬁngertip space without inter-joint
coupling [15]. The deﬁnition of iffx;int and iffy;int denote the x- and y-directional
Fig. 13. Optimal grasp conﬁguration for the given task.
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during the contact task, the internal forces have been applied to the object by three
ﬁngers. To be speciﬁc, the x-directional internal forces are determined by
1ffx;int þ
2ffx;int þ
3ffx;int ¼ 0; ð24Þ
where
1ffx;int ¼
1Kfxxd
1xfx;int;
2ffx;int ¼
2Kfxxd
2xfx;int
and
3ffx;int ¼
3Kfxxd
3xfx;int:
The y-directional internal forces are determined by
1ffy;int þ
2ffy;int þ
3ffy;int ¼ 0; ð25Þ
Fig. 14. Optimal grasp planning by a four-ﬁngered robot hand.
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Fig. 17. Block diagram for the hybrid control.
Fig. 15. Implementation of a compliant manipulating task.
Fig. 16. Developed PC-based hand control system.
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1ffy;int ¼
1Kfyyd
1yfy;int;
2ffy;int ¼
2Kfyyd
2yfy;int
and
3ffy;int ¼
3Kfyyd
3yfy;int:
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Fig. 19. History of the y-directional force applied to the environment.
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the friction cone constraint at the contact point of each ﬁnger.
In this work, we assign a proper stiﬀness in the operational space as follows:
½Ko ¼
3000 0 120
0 600 0
120 0 18
2
4
3
5 ½N=m ð 26Þ
for the optimal grasp positions, such as y1 ¼  0:039 m, y2 ¼  0:06 m, y3 ¼  0:081
m, x1 ¼  0:03 m, x2 ¼ 0:03 m, and x3 ¼  0:03 m, evaluated in Section 4.3.
The performances of position and force tracking are shown to be satisfactory in
Figs. 18 and 19. The trajectory of the grasped object lies on the surface of the
contacting wall. Also, the interaction force of the object, during the constrained
motion phase of the task, is shown to be properly followed according to the given
motion trajectory in the y-direction.
6. Concluding remarks
Grasp planning is a fundamental topic in applications of multi-ﬁngered hands.
Thus, many researches for optimal grasp planning have been reported in the pre-
vious decade and many useful grasp indices are developed for dextrous grasping and
manipulation tasks. Despite many years of research eﬀort for optimal grasp plan-
ning, the reported grasp performance indices are not eﬀectively combined as a uni-
ﬁed measure to estimate a grasp for grasping and manipulation tasks. In fact, since
the physical meanings of the deﬁned grasp indices are diﬀerent from each other, it is
not easy to combine those indices to identify the optimal grasping. In this paper,
various individual grasp indices are properly deﬁned by considering the stability,
uncertainty, and task-oriented performance characteristic. And then, a new gener-
alized grasping performance index to represent all of the grasp indices as one uniﬁed
measure is formulated by using a non-dimensionalizing technique. Also, opti-
mal grasp planning based on the proposed grasp index is applied to determine
the optimal grasp positions for maximizing the desired performances of the given
task.
Through the task-based simulation studies using multi-ﬁngered hands, the use-
fulness of the developed each grasp index is conﬁrmed by applying it to evaluate the
quality of each feasible grasp. And it is shown that the trend of the proposed optimal
grasp planning is coincident to the physical sense of human grasping. Furthermore,
some experimental results showing the task speciﬁc performances are incorporated
to corroborate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed optimal grasp planning algorithms.
Since the proposed grasp index is based on the non-dimensionalizing technique
unifying diﬀerent physical meanings, it is easy to incorporate some other indices.
Conclusively, the proposed optimal grasp planning can be applied to determine the
optimal grasp positions for stable grasping and manipulation tasks using multi-
ﬁngered hands or multi-chained mechanisms.
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